In the spirit of continuing a TRAUB tradition, this year we revisited our previous US New Davids report for our fourth and final annual study. When we published our first report in 2015, we highlighted the wave of digital-native businesses taking on the consumer and retail space. We named these businesses The New Davids and defined them as companies founded, launched and nurtured online. Over the last few years they have taken significant market share from their incumbents, the retail Goliaths, by employing customer centric and data-driven principles to their online operations.

While the David and Goliath titles imply that there can only be one winner, we continue to believe the future will be determined by the best of both. In our report last year, we saw brands which we had previously categorized as Davids or Goliaths beginning to work together and learn from one another. We saw more and more Davids borrow from the traditional retail playbook to open physical retail locations. These physical locations allow brands to provide experiences and connections they cannot achieve online. We saw this trend continue into 2019 as brands that had previously eschewed retail continue to open stores in droves.

While digital and physical retail will continue to play an important role in the ability of New Davids to own newness and freshness into their stores. Nordstrom has consistently paved the way by working with and supporting digital native brands. Nordstrom's Pop-In@Nordstrom concept has been home to stalwart digital natives such as Allbirds, Everlane and Away. Additionally, Nordstrom recently announced a partnership to have Glossier pop-ups in its stores marking Glossier's first foray into the multi-brand channel. Other Goliaths have increasing-ly found ways to work with the Davids in multi-brand wholesale as well. Target now sells brands such as Casper, Harry’s, Barkbox and Quip in its stores across the country and Walgreens is rolling out Birchbox shop-in-shops at 500 of its locations.

In our fourth look at the New Davids we have curated a selection of over 350 brands across five key categories: fashion, accessories, beauty, wellness and home. While new brands continue to crop up year to year (and some fold), we were particularly interested in diving into the statistics around retail and wholesale within our brand landscape. As we suspected, both retail and wholesale were common distribution channels even among these “upstart” brands. The more mature the brand, the more likely it is to pursue multiple channels of distribution.

As the New Davids grow up, more brands experiment with one or both of these multi channel prongs. In doing so, brands are able to increase the life time value (LTV) of a customer while decreasing the cost of acquiring that customer (CAC). These brands are now achieving the flywheel effect from being multi channel brands.

On the retail side of the equation, 31% of brands have some permanent, physical presence for a total of 960 stores between our 370 brands. However, when going a level deeper into the data it becomes clear that the majority of these companies have a limited retail presence - 81% of the companies with permanent retail have fewer than ten stores. On the flip side, the top five brands with regards to store count make up 43% of the total retail locations. These top five brands: Warby Parker, Peloton, Untuckit, Bonobos and Indochino have become national retailers with a presence across the country. While opening retail remains capital intensive for many brands, we expect to see the number of brands participating in retail rise in 2020 and beyond. Even in limited numbers, retail provides a billboard effect for a brand that brings in new customers and provides additional touchpoints for existing customers.

While Digital Native brands have garnered a reputation of being anti-wholesale, the data shows that in reality a majority of brands engage in wholesale in some capacity. 62% of the brands we studied utilized wholesale as a channel of distribution. Department stores (such
as Nordstrom or Bloomingdale’s) and multi-brand third party retailers (such as Target or Sephora) were both more popular channels than Amazon. Of the brands that have engaged in wholesale distribution, 61% have sold in department stores and 74% in multi-brand third party retailers, while 53% have sold on Amazon.

While retail can be expensive and the growth potential more limited, wholesale is a way to increase distribution of a brand to many new customers all over the country. The wholesale channel presents its own challenges to digital native brands - primarily the difficulty in reconciling the margin structure of a digital native brand with that of a traditional brand and the lack of ownership of customer data in this channel. Nonetheless, it remains a necessary channel through which to scale a brand. The wholesale channel enables the Davids to take advantage of the discovery power that multi brand environments provide. This channel is also an important customer acquisition tool. We expect to see more of Davids move into the wholesale channel.

As the New Davids and Goliaths revert to the mean and become more similar, both will need to use the same principles that have long been the pillars of a successful brand and company. At TRAUB, we believe that the keys to success as brands grow and scale is the balance between revenue growth and cost optimization. The four areas on which brands must focus are revenue, margins, SG&A and brand equity. Revenue: Meeting the consumer where they are through multiple points of distribution. No matter at which point a brand starts, in order to reach a level of scale the brand will inevitably need to tap into one or both of the other channels.

Margin: New David brands were originally founded with the concept of effectively eliminating the wholesale margin and passing the value on to the customer. As these brands move into new channels of distribution they will need to rethink their product margin structures. Margin considerations will also come into play as international expansion becomes part of their growth strategies.

SG&A: As brands grow they will need to wrestle with the transition from scrappy start-up to well-staffed company. In order to support and sustain the growth of the brand, New Davids will need to accept that they are no longer start-ups. On the other hand, in order to move to profitability, these brands will need to find ways to create CAC efficiencies by finding new and more profitable ways to reach customers.

Brand Equity: The central tension for New David brands will be how to grow to reach a broader consumer without losing their brand identity. Brands will need to consider traditional methods such as international franchising and licensing while maintaining their ownership and understanding of their customer.

As the New Davids mature, we will continue to see growing pains as they work to achieve profitability without sacrificing the growth they and their investors expect. As we noted in our study of the European New Davids, the brands that will be successful are those that will stay true to their brand identity while adapting to new channels and markets.

While in 2015 it felt revolutionary to write about brands disrupting the traditional retail landscape, today, it no longer feels novel to hear about a brand started online. Almost all new brands today start as digitally native but with the mindset and business plan to enter retail and wholesale channels. The original cohort of New Davids including Warby Parker, Casper and Bonobos upended the retail industry for the better. They pioneered the pure play online model but evolved successfully into traditional distribution channels.

The Goliaths have taken note and the new brands they are launching follow this playbook. For example, Gap launched its Hill City brand as a “digital native” in 2018 online before opening a pop-up retail location and exploring wholesale at locations such as Neighborhood Goods. Hill City is designed to rival other New Davids including Rhone and Mack Weldon both through its customer base and its methods. Express recently launched its own digital native lifestyle brand, UpWest born online and replete with the blog and other content one would expect from a traditional digital native. As Goliaths start their own “New David brands” and New Davids expand offline the distinction becomes less and less relevant. The era of the New Davids is over, after all they are now just building global brands.
370 BRANDS
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KEY CATEGORIES:
FASHION, ACCESSORIES, BEAUTY, WELLNESS, AND HOME
OF THE 62% OF BRANDS IN WHOLESALE...

74% are in multi-brand 3rd party stores

61% are in department stores

53% are on Amazon
31% of brands have some permanent, physical presence

There are 960 stores between our 350+ brands

The top five brands with regards to store count make up 43% of the total retail locations. These top five brands are Warby Parker, Peloton, Untuck-it, Bonobos and Indochino.